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ALL STATE TEAMS PICKED BY
RAT TEAM PLAYS
FINKLEA CAPTAINS
WHY ATTEND
COAGHES AND SPORT WRITERS
THRU MIR SEASON
TIGERJRID TEAM
SUNDAY-SCHOOL?
Cubs Win Two Games, Losing Three Great End Elected Captain of 1935
Temiant And Robinson On CompoState when hitting their real stride
to Powerful Frosh Teams—
Again the question of the entire
YOU NEED THE SCHOOL—
Several Varsity Prospects
season's record
arises,
however,
THE SCHOOL NEEDS YOU.
liams has no peers in the Palmetto
The Christ way of life is the
The cold crisp day of November
Charlie Robinson for his all-round
only noble and normal way of
the 22nd marked the end of the
ability stands out above the halflife. Through Bible Study, as
Tiger Cubs fotball season. If we
The Tiger will not select an backs of the state.
is taught in the Sunday School,
were addicted to
hyperbole, we
all-stateteam this fall, but publishes
we find the way to face disTwo Clemson made, Tennant and
might
,say
how
in
the
last few
this week the composite pick of Robinson, made the composite pick.
couragement, to overcome obminutes of the season's sunset,
seventeen coaches and sports wri- Tennant was picked by everybody
stacles, to conquer temptation,
many players passed from "Ratters in South Carolina and also except Coach Carl Prause of the
to be victor in life's every
dom" into the kingdom of varsity
the individual. The athletic editor Citadel, E.
M. Collison
of the
battle;
players in a blaze of glory. Unof The Tiger was not able to see Charleston Evening Post,
C. D.
As college students, we are
fortunately, we
cannot say this,
any state games except those in Weimer, of the News and Courier,
agreed in that education is esbut the Cub season has not been
which Clemson played, and has Dan Ravenel of the Spartanburg
sential for the development of
without its flecks of color.
therefore seen no team except the Journel, and J. M. McKnight, of
a great nation. Furthermore,
Winning two out of five games
Tigers in action more than once.
religious education is needed most
the Spartanburg Sun.
from
five of the rtest freshman
Three
of the teams,
Newberry,
of all.
Robinson was picked by Coach
teams in the Carolina's, the Rats
Wofford, and Erskine, he has not
"The Sunday School is unBud Saunders, "Scoop" Latimer
have shown a decided improvement
seen at all. Manifestly he is not
der church control and has
of The Greenville News, Whitner
over last year's team. Davidson,
qualified to select an all-tar team.
(a) Christian Standards
Cary of The Piedmont, Paul Brown
champions
of N. C, Furman and
The
selection most
favorable
( b) Christian Teachers
of The Anderson Daily Mail, Sam
P. C. were the only teams to vanClemson players is that of Coach
(c) Christian Subject Matter."
Latimer of The Stae, and Johnny
quish the Cubs. To lose to any of
Bud Saunders, who picks seven
Banks of The Columbia Record.
these three teams would not be
of his boys. Whether, if we selectFinklea was picked for an end
a detriment to any team in the
ed a team, we would pick all seven
by Coach Saunders,
"Scoop LaCarolinas. It has been rumored that
or not we don't know.
timer, Ravenel of The Spartanburg
the P. C. Rats lick their varsity
Two position we have no doubt
Journel, Brown of The Anderson
brothers regularly; Fumans Rat
about. "Dutch"'
Tennant is the
Daily Mail, "Radio" King of the
squad
has
the same
potential
best guard
in South
Carolina,
Anderson Tribune. He was pi;kec
strength
as
the
Hurricane,
and the
"Red" Dobson
admirers
to the
Davidson boys are a finely balcontary notwithstanding. And the for a second team place by Latimer
and Banks of the two Columbia
anced
aggregation
that
licked
pick of the ends are Finklea and
Many Students Neglecting This Vipapers.
everything
in
the
Old
North
State.
Meyer, of Carolina. As to Bowles
tal Factor Of Student Life—
"Stonewall"
Jackson
was
piikec".
However,
comparative
scores
and Jackson, they would unquesSplendid Classes Being Conhave long been discarded as a metionably deserve the place,
had for a tackle by Coach Saunders
ducted In All Churches—
thod
of estimating a teams strength.
they played all year as they did and "Radio" King of the AnderEvery Student Asked to
The
Cubs,
man for man have some
in the Furman game. Whethpr son Tribune and for a guard by
Become Affiliated With
of the best football material in
they should have it on the entirs Dan Revenel of The Spartanburg
Some Class
the state in their midst, but some
season's record or not, we don't Journel. He was given guard on
the second team by Latimer oF
unexplicable something has kept
know.
At all four of our churches here
them from being a winning team.
In the back-field, Clemson's "r 3 The State.
Harmon was picked by Cua-li on the campus is to be found Then an element that isn't obof Robinson, Harmon, and Wiladequate Sunday
School classes
(■Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 2 )
for all the cadets. These services
are held every Sunday morning
at 10:30. It is a true but sad fact
that these meetings are very poorm
ly attended. These classes are led
by men that are interested in our
WILL STAGE A
welfare both -while we are here
8
and in our after-college life. They
Captain Harcombe Announces That
are doing their best to get us
All Boys Having Girls Up To
better acquained with the
n
The Sophomore Dance On The
Write your candidate's name opposite the qualifiand how to live out teachings beNight Of The 19th Will Be
cation he fulfills. All ballots must be in by Sunday,
fore our fellow man.
Allowed To Escort Them
December 14, 1924. Cadets turn in votes to Room
These classes are always very
To The Annual Christmas
informal and every man is free
426, 406, 94, or 308. All outsiders interested mail
Banquet Given To The
to express and discuss his views
their choice to The Joke Editor, "THE TIGER",
a
Corps On That Night
on the many vital subjects that
Box 385, Clemson College, S. C.
come up. Men, it is a golden opCaptain Harcombe, Chief of the
portunity
to broaden our spiritual
Only
lets are eligible for nomination.
Department,
in
a
out-look. None
of us are broad Commissary
statement
to
the
President
of
the
enough spiritually. A collego edu1—Most in Love
Vi
cation is not complete without at Senior Class announces that the
2—Most Out of Love
least a little knowledge of the girls coming up to the Sophomore
8—Cutest
i. Real Book of Life. We study num- Dance on the 19th of this month
4—Prettiest
i berless other books but this one will be the guests of the college at
|
is sadly slighted. Now is the time the annual banquet which will be
5—Ugliest
to correct this thoughless mistake. given to the members of the student
|
6—Dumbest
The Friendship Council is pro- body on that night. It is the cusmoting this
campaign
and its tom of the chool that the students
7—Craziest
members hope that all will consider be given a banquet each year just
|
8—Most Impossible ...
this matter and that next Sun- before the Christmas holidays. The
V?
9—Most Foolish
day morning will find you in a banquet this year will come on the
evening of the 19th of December.
| Sunday School class.
10—Most Fluent
1
B. W. F. Finding that the Sophomore Dance
site Pick—Finklea, Jackson, Harmon, Bowles, And Williams
Get Votes—l^iger Will Not
Select' Team

STUDENTS URGED
TO ATTEND SUNDAY
SCHOOL SERVIGES
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Football

Eleven—Star
and Leader

Player

Gary Finklea, Clemson's star end,
was chosen captain of the 1925
varsity football team at a meeting
of the varsity squad held just
after dinner Tuesday. "Finklea"
is one of Clemson's greatest stars,
and is imbued with a love of the
gridiron game which will make
him a fine leader.
For two years Gary has been one
of the leading ends of this section. Many of the best informed
authorities on football have placed
him on their all-state teams. He
plays a magnificent game in all
departments of flank play.
A member of the class of 1926.
"Fink" has a host of friends at
Clemson, who will be pulling for
him to lead a victorious team
next year.
—W. W. B.
OUR PICK FOR THE ALL
STATE HOCKEY TEAM
First Team: —
Forwards:"Riggs" Tibbs, "Bob"
Maxwell, "Chief Herlong, "Pres"
Taber, and "Proposition" Longley.
Half Backs:—"Horse"
Mullins,
"Dutch"
Tennant, and
"Mule"
Fleming.
Full Backs:—"Pat" Harmon, and
"Tom" Bonner.
Goal Guard:—"B. S." Hutto
Capt.
of this
team will
be
"Dutch" Tennant.
Prof: Carpenter will be coach.
Water Boy: Graves. P.

D IN DINING HALL
T OF THE SOPHOMORE DANGE
will come on this same night Captain Harcombe issued the invitation.
This announcementwill be greeted with pleasure by every member
of the corps. Those men. who will
be so fortunate as to have girls up
for the dance will bo especially
grateful for the kindness of Captain Harcombe. The student body
is looking forward to a gala occasion.
Ain't it great
To see the team meeting reveille,
To see them go back to eating
with us.
To see "Horse" gallop around
To see Finklea put up the flag.
To see
Prof.
Lippincott
eat
apples in Chapel.
To see Jack Fewell eat.
To go to the hospital.
But really think. There is only
eighteen more days before we have
another "walk-out."
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to be derived from attending a
Sue White with Cadet H. B. Flow- Iiams; Miss Alice Linder With Prof.
class. And then next Sunday Morners; Miss Mary Payne with Mr. W. D. Reed; and Miss Ophelia Thye
ing make your plans to go to
R. O. Fortenbery; Miss Sara Pear- with Cadet T. G. Roche.
—J. B. C.
Sunday School. You will not regret
son with Cadet I. M. Goree; Miss
going, and you will certainly gain
Founded by the class of '07
Amy Sloan with Cadet F. C. Jennsome benefit from your attendance.
ings; Miss Elizabeth Edwards with TO THE LADIES OF THE CAMPUS
PaDlnhed wpokij- by the Corps ot
—E. L. S Second Hop Of The Season Is well Cadet R. H. Mitchell; Miss Elain
Cadets of ClemscL. Col\°ee.
Attended—Orchestra Is Fine—
The officers and members of
Keith
with Cadet
M. McPhail;
OfficsJ. Org&a ot tie Oiamson AthLadies Help Make Dance
Miss Lucile Rochester with Cadet the Junior Dancing Club wish to
THE CHRONICLE
iec:;c Association acd the Clamson
D. M. Daniel;
Miss Jessie Trow- take this opportunity to thank the
A Success.
"The Chronicle" is not what it
Alumni Association.
bridge with Cadet C. M. Turner; ladies of the campus for entertainshould be. Now frankly whose
fault is it? Shall we let our literSubscription Bates
Joy reigned
supreme in
the Miss Daisy Smith with Cadet E. T. ing the girls for the Junior Dance.r
We realize that this is a grea .
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 ary magazine fall by the road side, dance hall
of the
Agricultural Smith; Miss Helen Sease with Cadet
W.
P.
Taber;
Miss
Ellen
Stevdeal of trouble to the ladies and
or
shall
we
try
to
up
lift
it?
Most
Six Months (weekly
$1.00
building last Friday night as the
puts
them to some trouble and we
ens
with
Cadet
J.
A.
Morris;
Miss
fellows
say
they
can't
write
beAverage Circulation 2 500
strains of Jazz floated over the
appreciate
the. way in which they
Ruth
Bagwell
with
Cadet
J.
A.
cause
they
were
not
born
authors
Entered as Second Class Matter
hall, coming from the well-played
at the Post Off;ce at Clemson Col- in other words, they think that they instruments of the "Jungaleers," Warren; Miss Bettie Eleen Hutch- responded to our pleas and the
are not inclined to be a Long- the best college orchestra in the ins with Cadet E. S. Herlong; Miss help they gave us. Without their
lege. South Carolina.
fellow or a Poe. I believe that the stat«t, and one of the best in the Elizabeth Hines with Cadet W. A. help it would be impossible to
E. L: SMITH
Editor-in-Chie* fellows are interested but there
White;
Miss Alberta McKeithan have a dance here at Clemson. We
south. Never before has the orches.1. M. LONGLE'Y
Bus. Manager is a lack
of initiative and too tra played so well, and never be- with Cadet D. A. Sanftleban; Miss certainly appreciate all that has
G. W. GIGNILLIAT
Associate Ed- much of the
old spirit of "let fore have the dancers enjoyed the Julia Pickens with Cadet T. E. been done to help us in the past
J. B. CAUGHMAN,
Associate Ed. John do it." Now fellows,
"The music more than the performers Goodale; Miss Meredith Price with and hope they will be as kind in
W. W. BRYAN
Athletic Ed. Chronicle" has been handicapped
Cadet J. A. Milling; Miss Sylvere the future.
of the Terpischorean art on last
E. W. CARPENTER-.Asso. Ath. Ed due to several reasons this year.
Elrod with Cadet H. E. Keenan;
G. W. Gignillat
Friday night. The many comments
H. F. O'CAIN
Alumni Ed. However, the chief reason is the
Miss Octy
Jefferies with Cadet
Pres. Junior Dancing Club.
that were made in regard to the
W. B. BAILES
Alumni Ed iack of material that has bee*:
W. L. Glenn;
Miss Nellie Sue
success of the occasion were all
D. C. AYERS
Locals handed in to the staff. A staff may
Pickens with Cadet C. S. Johnson;
deserved, because all who attended
T. J. HART
Y. M. C. A. Ed support a cripple person, but it will
Miss Harriet Trowbridge with Cadthe festival enjoyed it to the unP. GRAVES
Joke Ed never support our magazine unet Hi F. Reese; Miss Lillian Reedmost, and those who missed the
CLEMSON COLLEGE
F. B. LEITZSEY
Asso. Joke Ed less there is a response from the
er with Cadet E. A. McCormac;
opportunity to have a fine time
:HINGS
WE
DO FOR THE CADETS
students. What about it fellows? should certainly regret the fact Miss Alice Cain with Cadet W. W.
Circulation Department
Cash Cadet Checks.
Hane;
Miss
Ethel Wannamaker Agency Flosheim Shoes
Hi B. FLOWERS ... Circulation Mgr. Some of you know you can write that they failed to go.
withCadet
D.
C. Ayers;
Miss Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes.
and
won't
do
it.
Others
have
tried.
3. M. McKE'OWN ..... Asio. Cir. Mg*
The floor was covered with
T. G. JACKSON
Asso. Cir. Mgr. Lets make our Christmas number beautiful girls trom all over the Georgia Harris with Mr. Leon Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners.
Miss Dorothy Watson Agency Spauding Sweaters and
the best yet. Make up your mind state, a collection that any school Finklea;
Athletic Goods.
Staff Reporters
that you will have something in should be proud of. Gaily dressed with Cadet Alex Wylie; Miss Doro- Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos.
H. F. KIZER,
H. L. THOMAS.
the next issue. We don't want a in beautiful dresses,
these mem- thy Ellis with Cadet Harold Alli-lcigars, Candies, Drinks
scrap book, we want a real maga- jers of the fairer sex well de- son; Miss Lillian Pitchford with Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
Cadet F. J. Fishburn;
Miss Mar- Carry a line of Dry Goods, Shirts,
zine. What about it?
served the many compliments which
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and
garet
Copenhaver
with
Prof,
Bob
—F. B. L. ihey .received during the evening.
lots of things you will need while
Griffin; Miss Mrytle Brown with
at school.
To the ladies of the campus goes
Cadet H. E. Johnson: Miss Lois Make you feel at home any time you
TRUE TIGERS
the larger amount of the credit j
come down and always glad to
RAT TIC AM PLAYS
Jeter with Cadet T. W. Kitchen;
see you.
THROUGH FAJR SEASON for the success of the affair, be- Miss Jenet Patterson with Cadet
(Continued from page 1)
cause it was they who made the
Will Help Make the Tiger Roar
Last Thursday the football team
K. M. Mace; Miss Evelyn Daniel
for 1924
that was
fighting for
Clemson jectionable in a freshman team is dance possible by caring for the
with Cadet M. H. Hicks; Miss Edna
showed the real ' Tiger spirit in the fact that a great number ot young ladies from Friday afternoon
Parkins with Cadet Bratton Wil- THE COMMUNITY STORBE, INC
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.
its gallant stand against the in- the Rat players are "green". Of until Saturday morning. The memvading foes. Throughout a great- course this doesn't make a scor- bers of the Junior Dancing Club
►♦^^^^'^♦♦♦♦^^^^♦^►^►^♦^^♦{♦♦^
er part of the season the team ing machine at first, but it light- wish to take this opportunity to
was playing under many difficul- ens the coaches task somewhat in thank each and every one of these X
ties and there were critics who that he doesn't have to break the ladies for their kindness, and we
said that the team was not giv- players from bad methods of play hope that in the very near future
we will have a hostess house at
ing its all in every minute of the taught by incapable coaches.
Prospects
for
Future
Clemson
chat will accomodate the
contests. The men who played the
Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times.
To single out any individual and girls who come here to dances.
game last Thursday showed be%
yond the shadow of a doubt that say that he would make next years The Ladies have always beep as
WE
SPECIALIZE
IN
SATISFYING
TIGER
APPETITES*!
they were giving the limit of their varsity squad would be inexpedi- nice as any one could wish them
ability. They were fighting for the ent as well as well nigh impossi- to be in caring for our girls, but
♦♦♦
See us about Meal Tickets.
JL
glory of old Clemson and splendid- ble. Yet in view of all this Walter we know that there are times when
Martin has been one player who it is very inconvenient for them
ly did they wage the conflict.
Therefore, it is
our
Here's to you, Gang. You have played consistently in every game to do so.
Managed by
earned the right to enter into the he entered this year. Offensively ernest desire that there will soon
be
some
means
by
which
the
girls
and
defensively
Walt
played
a
Y
Tiger hall of fame. May every Tiger
MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT
♦*♦
teams of the future fulfill its trust steady, well balanced game that may be taken care of, other than by
the hospitality
of
even as you have in the season will stand him in good next year imposing on
when the pigskin artists again in- our good friends, the ladies. We J&JL A^A A^U jfrft A^A A^A ,A A5* A^A jfot A^fr A^A A?A A^A A^lfc A^A A^fe 4&A J&tt ^A-A^ A^ A^-^ifc-<&»-4&
of 1924.
—E. L. S. vade Riggs filed. Chandler perhaps also wish to thank those ladies
takes the laurels as an offensive who came to the dance and acted
SUNDAY SCHOOL WEEK
player. He was handicapped by an as chaperons during the evening.
abscence of
almost a week
in We are very grateful to them for
The Y. M. C. A. is carrying on midseason, but his work deserves their kindness.
The young ladies attending the
this week a movement for greater credit. When Dozier hit his full
dance
and their escorts were as
stride,
he
showed
the
type
of
attendance at Sunday School. This
follows:
Miss Margaret Wickiffe with
player
that
can
be
molded
into
a
effort on the part of the "Y" is
under proper Cadet G. W. Gignilliat; Miss Tops
the answer to a growing need for future all-starter
interest in religious work at Clem- coaching. Link and Jones deserve Hagood with Cadet J. B. Caughson. For some reason most of the mention at quarter back position. man; Miss Martha Willoman with
students feel. that they are exempt In the line, several boys are con- Cadet P. W. Coleman; Miss Annie
Davidson
and McKeithan with Cadet H. C. Colefrom all contact with church work spicious, Tattle,
while at Clemson. This is decidely McGlone have been making the man; Miss Flora Pruitt with Cadet
a future
varsity N. A. Garrison; Miss Eloise Maxthe wrong attitude and it is the best bids for
berth.
Chub
Harvey
would
be
done well with Cadet L. C. Adams;
plan of the instigators of the SunMiss Mallie
Morton with
Cadet
an
injustice
if
he
were
omitted
day School movement to correct
Our Clemson Specialties Include
O. F. Zagora; Miss Kitty Raysor
the attitude such that every man from this brief review. He played
Loose Leaf Note Books
Clemson Jewelry
with Cadet H. A. Cox; Miss Earnwell,
but
his
knee
has
been
in
will feel that is is duty to attend
Note Book Fillers
Pennants
Cadet D. H.
such shape that he wasn't able to estin Walker with
Lefax Note Books
Pillow Covers
Sunday school and church.
Ross; Miss Sally Wallace with CaEversharp Pencils
•
Cameras
When you are at home, you go complete a single game.
Fountain Pens
Photographic Supplies
det "Buck" Brown; Miss Louisa
First
Call
for
Basketball
to Sunday school. Why not go
Stationery
Norris Candies
Smith with Cadet John Kershaw;
Coach
Cul
issued
his
first
offical
here? The instruction is jrst as
RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
good if not better, than that you call for cage last Friday. Tuesday Miss Anna Julia Howard with Cadet J. M. Darby;
Miss
Rachel
will
mark
the
first
day
of
regular
recieve at home. Just because you
Carpenter with Cadet E. W. Carare at college is no reason why practice, however, no statement can
%
penter; Miss Lucile Prevost with
be
made
as
yet
regarding
the
you should neglect the spiritual
Cadet D. A. Gibson; Miss Mary B.
number
of
applicants
or
to
their
side of your life. Think the mater
Robertson with- Cadet W. W. Bryover. Listen to one of the "Y" dfaracter. It is known though that
an; Miss Lila Atkinson with Cadet
many
good
players
are
here
and
workers. They will advise you as
P. D. Stoney; Miss Thelma Bagare
expecting
to
contest
for
the
to the classes of the community.
well with Cadet K. E. Stokes; Miss
positions
on
the
favored
quintet.
They will show you the benefits
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JUNIOR DANCE WAS
SPLENDID SUCCESS
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Ode to John
Clatter and clash,
Slinga da hash,
Smasha de deesh
And twirla moutache.
Loupa de loop,
Sloopa da soup,
Winka da lady
No giva do hoop.

THE

TIGER

THREF

Hasn't Got the Drag
Chauffeur:
"And your luggage,
Hero Stuff
"Say, can I borrow your Tuxe- sir! Shall we take it with us now?"
Observe the gridiron husky,
do?"
Farmer: "Luggage, me eye. Say
How doeful is his fate:
"Sorry, I only smoke Velvet."
sonny,
when I button my coat my
Before the game today he'll get
—Ohio State Sun Dial. trunk is locked."
A poached egg on his plate.
—Ex..
And when the game is finished
The teacher was asking her class
He's to sore to feed his face:
to define various words.
And yet the kid is thankful
And when I die
One precocious boy, on being
That his limbs are all in place.
Put on my grave
asked what a husband was re—Ex.
A
tombstone like a cigarette
plied:
you are a Past Participle after
And write thereon an eptiah
"It's something that no respectthe Active Voice is over.
"What are you drawing, Fred"We think he's smoking yet."
able family should be without.
die?"
There once was a shieker called
"A dog."
Jimmy drew himself up haughtiAbie,
"But where's its tail?"
ly.
"What?" he asked in astonishKOMMON SENSE
He once had a date with hi« baby,
"Oh, that's still in the inkpot."
ment,
"Wear
a
girl's?"
Kustomer:
"Give me a comb
He showed her the ring,
—Tit Bi ;
"Yes; why not?"
without pyrrhoea."
And felt like a king;
"I won't wear a girl's nightKlerk: "Whaddaya mean?"
She thought for a while and said
Some peoples records would not gown," said Jimmy, indignantly.
Kustomer:
"One whose teetk
maybe.
—Sec
sound well on their phonograph. "I'd rather go to bed raw."—The won't fall out."
—Ex.
—Life. National Mason.
—SHI Dial.

Iwas passing through
My neighbor's back yard
And I tripped over
Her clothes line.
I had fallen •
For her line again.
—Stevens Stone Mill.

Rastus: Here's
dat quatah ah
■borrowed from yuh last year.
Sambo: Yuh done kept it so long
dat ah don't know
if it's wuff
while for
me to
change
mah
'pinion of yuh jes' fo' two fits.
ASK DR.
'Didja ever take Chlorform?"
'No, who teaches it?"
—College Humor.
Little Willie:
"Mother, may I
talk like a soldier?"
Mother: "Why yes dear, if you
like."
Little Willie:
"Then
Dammit,
shove the butter over here."
—Ex
THE INCONSIDERATE LOVER
The young man and the girl were
standing outside the front door
having a final
chat before
he
took his leave. He was leaning
against the door post, talking in
low tones. Presently the lady looked around to discover her father
in the door way clad in a dressing gown.
"Why, father, what in the world
is the matter?" she inquired.
"John," said the father, addressing himself to the
young man,
"you know I have never complained about your staying late, and
I am not going to complain of
that now; but for goodness sake
stop leaning against the bell push
and let the rest of the family
get some sleep."
—Sec
Prof: "Have you an excuse for
your absence?"
Lovelace: "No, but if .you will
tell me when it was I'll get you
one."
—Ex.
"Grammatical Love"
You see a beautiful girl walking
down the street. You are struck
with her Feminine charm.
If she is Singular, you become
Nom-inative
You walk down the street changing to the Verbal Subject and then
hecome Dative.
If she is not Objective in this
Case, you decide to become Plural.
You walk home together. Her
mother is Accusative; father becomes Imperative.
You go in and sit down and
find that her little brother is an
indifferent Article.
You talk of the Future; she
changes the Subject for the Present time.
You kiss her and she favors
the Masculine. Her father is Present and things become Tense, and

?

Across Another Man s Desk
Those looking forward to careers in
business often associate the big accomplish-

be witnessed in every branch of industrial
life today.

ments with men in private offices, who sit
back of massive desks. As a matter of fact,
there are many important men in an organi-

Following the example of its Founder,
the Westinghouse organization includes a
body of engineers whose work is to carry
electrical advancement into every nook and

zation like Westinghouse who seldom use
a desk or office at all. They achieve by
going to other men's offices. They are termed
"sales engineers".
George Westinghouse, for example, rendered his greatest service to industry and
mankind not merely by perfecting alternating current but by selling it—in the face
of the stiffest kind of opposition.
Authorities declared it was impractical; laws were urged against it; yet the
salesman, Westinghouse, threw back of
alternating current, the strength of his
selling personality—with results that can
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corner of the world. They have sold electrification to the factories, the farms, the
homes, the railroads, the mines, the ships.
They are mechanical and electrical, engineers whose imaginations are fired, not
merely by engineering achievement, but
by the benefits from such achievement to
"the market".
Engineering needs men of sales ability
and sales personality; and industry needs
to have them in engineering. Organizations like Westinghouse, must sell before
they can serve.
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PALMETTO SOGIETY
METHODIST CLASS
VESPER SERVICE
ENJOYS HUNTING
ENJOYS MEETIN
WELUTTENOED
Prof. Reed's Suuday School Class Small Number In Attendance—
Subject Of Speaker's Address Was
Stages Real Possum Hunt—
Those Who Were Present Were
"Prayer"—Many Points Dealing
Several Couples Attend.
Well Prepaid For Their
With Prayer And Its Value
Interest
Brought Out During
Last Saturday evening at seven
The Palmetto
Literary Society
Speech
o'clock
the
members
of Prof.
Reed's Snuday School Class, each held its regular meeting last FriThe speaker at Vesper Services accompanied by one of the campus day night in the society hall.
The number present, however,
Sunday night was Mr. G. H. Aull, "belles," together with Prof. Reed,
was
less than usual, yet, all who
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Anderson,
Serg't
and
a man who finished at Clemson not
were
there will agree that the
Mrs.
Peck,
and
Mr.
Taylor,
our
very long ago and has been working here almost ever since. He chief hunter, met at the Methodist program was one of the best, if
spoke on the very important sub- Cchurch for the purpose of going not the best, that we have had
ject of "Prayer." "There is no- from there on a "possum" hunt. this year.
The debate, to begin with, was
We were very fortunate indeed
thing," said Mr. Aull, "that we need
More than we do prayer." We do in having with ua as chaperones, on a subject which should innot give God a chance when we Serg't and Mrs. Peck, and Mr. terest us all; and each debater
do not pray to him. There are a and Mrs. Anderson. Serg't Peek showed the "Ole Palmetto Spirit"
great many people who never pray, was the chief joker for the even- by doing his very beet. The reexcept in time of trouble. Just why ing, but I believe all who were maining numbers of the program
there will agree with me when I were carried out very effectively
is this?
Ben Martin
was the by other members of the Society.
Let us see what Prayer is. It ha.1 say that
been well defined as an offering biggest joke of the evening. Prof. The participants, all exhibited a
up of our desires to God for the Red was very sorry that his girl deep interest in their part by bethings agreeable to His will in the could not go. She lost her false ing well prepared.
The program was as followers:
name of Christ with a confession of teeth that morning; consequently,
Orator. C. B. King. Declaimers
our sins, and thankfulness for the she could not go. Ae Prof, did
W.
A.
White,
W. A.
Shands.
not
have
a
girl,
he
used
his
wickthings he has done for us. Most
prayers are petitions. When prayers ed eyes and winning smiles on Reader, J. T. Gibson, Joker, T. E.
are only petitions that shows our the girls who were along, and MoLeod. Query: Resolved: that
dependence upon God. We do not almost succeeded in taking the South Carolina should pass a law
hear enough prayers of confession. girls away from the boys. You requiring, both men and women
examination
admit that
Prof. to pass a physical
H£1ost people pray only in time of will have to
marriage
trouble. It is a coward who prays Reed has a charming personality. before being issued a
The girls "fall" for him like a license.
only at such times.
Affirmative W. C. Traxler, J. P.
There are four other kinds of hungry man does for a hot cake.
Corbin.
Aside
from
the
humorous
side,
prayers; prayer of intercession, in
Negative J. L. Southerland, C.
which we pray for others. The first we had a very pleasant time toproyer we have mentioned in the gether. Every thing worked out M. Littlejohn.
—W. A. W.
Bible was one of intercession given as perfectly as it possibly could
1
by Moses for the children of'Israe . It seemed to be a joke when we
The next is the prayer of thanks- suggested that we go on a "posgiving. We should never cease to sum" hunt, but it was not a joke
thank God for the establishment of at all; we caught two nice oposour great nation.
This
is the sums. I must say, the members
"special time for that kind of prav- of the class who did not go cerer. The third is the p_rayer of praise. tainly did miss a treat. We not Debate On Old Subject Had Many
We should get a great deal of plea- only had a "possum" hunt, but
New
Features—Lecture
On
sure out of reading David's Psalms about ten o'clock, we built three
Character Holds Attention Of
of Praise. Then there is the prayer fires, around which we gathered,
The Members In Attendance
of worship. This is the one we hear cooked and ate supper. Goodyear
said the most encouraging words
in our churches, so often.
The members of the Wade HampThere are times when our prayers that . we heard that night was ton Literary Society
held their
are not agreeable with God. A great "Let's eat."
weekly meeting last Friday night.
After we had eaten all we could.
many times we ask God for things
The Society was called to ordi-r
suggested that
we
we have no business asking for. Serg't Peck
by the president, and the program
iWe must secognize the Duty of God, have a track meet, in which all carried out.
|:n (1 get things right with him be- were forced to participate. If you
The query for the debate was:
fVe go to him in prayer. Some- have ever been a "rat" at Clem- Resolved, "That a college educawhen we pray for a victory son, you know the consequences tion is more benfical to man than
•athletic contest and not get of a "track meet." I bet the Sec- money." J. B. Hester and J. A.
do not feel right toward God Lieutenants are grieving because Stephenson defended the affirmaot answering our prayer, but they were not there when Sergt' tive, while C. A. Long and W. C.
torget that there are people on Peck went down the line.
Huffman fought for the negative.
After the "track meet " was
■ther side praying for the same
The judges
finally decided
in
that we are praying for. We over , we journeyed back to the favor of the affirmative. W. H.
ask for things that will satisfy collage. We arrived at the college Craven
made a good
talk on
usr own pleasures and don't thin;. about eleven thirty o'clock.
"Character." D. E. Smith read a
In behalf of the Sunday School
abfct whether or not God wants
very interesting selection. Some of
us to have them. We must be sin- Class, I wish to thank the chaper- the most interesting news of this
cere in our prayers and must have ones and Mr. Taylor for going section was read by C. G. Latham.
faith that our prayers will be with us. We hope they will go The joker for the night was C. B.
again.
This social did
answered. We must offer our pray- with us
Goodyear. Goodyear had some very
not
conclude
our
socials for the clever jokes and they were ener the name of Christ.
Prayer is important for several year. Prof. Reed said he expected joyed by every one present.
first because of the associ to have at least three or four
The members
of the
Society
V sons:
\"e have with prayer. We have more this year. If you are not a added another name to the society
. communication with God; member of a Sunday Shcool Class, roll. We are expecting some good
k \oe<:ause it is commanded of come over next Sunday and join work from him.
;
'. because of the examples ours, and be ready for the next
—J. B. H.
,vho have prayed; fourth, social, which is to come in the
hhrist prayed, and fifth. near future. I am sure you will
Its easy to yell like a madman
find no better teacher any where When the team goes through like
V the results obtained,
he is invited to the ser- than is Prof. Reed. He can make a shot;
' Sunday night. There is a talk that will interest anyone.
But it takes all your stuff
yil to be obtained from
With things going tough—■ 'tary services.
So show all the spirit you've got.
"Last night I made an awful mis—T. J. H. take."
Any girl can be gay in a classy
coupe;
"That so? How come?"
In a taxi they all can be jolly,
"I
drank
two
bottles
of
gold
1 named Marcel,
But the girl worth while is the one
paint."
my devoted slave,
that can smile,
"How do you feel now?"
ime I passed her house,
When
you're taking her home on
"Guilty."
(Marcel wave.
the
trolley.
The
Johnsonian.
—Bel haven.
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is only a few weeks off—it is not too
early to begin planning what to give.
Our stock is more varied with Christmas things this year than ever before~
so come in before the rush and let us
show you.

Sam Orr Tribble
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HARRY G. MCRRAYER, ING,
"The men's style store of Anderson."
Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing
ALSO

GRIFFON CLOTHING FOR $25 - $50

HARRY G. MCRRAYER« ING.
ANDERSON, S. C.

WADE HAMPTON MEN
HAVE GOO^PSOSRAM
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SLOAN BROS
FOR

ENDICOTT-JOHNSON GUARANTEED SHOES
ARMY OR DRESS

GLEMSON NOVELTIES
FULL LINE OF STATIONERY
ATHLETIC GOODS
WE APRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
28 Years at Clemson. Come down and Let's Get
Acquainted
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THE CLEMSON T CAFE
Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times.
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WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES!
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See us about Meal Tickets.
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Ode to John
Clatter and clash,
Slinga da hash,
Smasha de deesh
And twirla moutache.
Loupa de loop,
Sloopa da soup,
Winka da lady
No giva do hoop.
-Sec
Iwas passing through
My neighbor's back yard
And I tripped over
Her clothes line.
I had fallen •
For her line again.
•—Stevens Stone Mill.
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Hasn't Got the Drag
Chauffeur:
"And your luggage,
Hero Stuff
"Say, can I borrow your Tuxe- sir! Shall we take it with us now?"
Observe the gridiron husky,
do?"
Farmer: "Luggage, me eye. Say
How doeful is his fate:
"Sorry, I only smoke Velvet."
sonny, when I button my coat my
Before the game today he'll get
—Ohio State Sun Dial. trunk is locked."
A poached egg on his plate.
Ex
And when the game is finished
The teacher was asking her class
He's to sore to feed his face:
to define various words.
And when I die
And yet the kid is thankful
One precocious boy, on being
Put on my grave
That his limbs are all in place.
asked what a husband was reA tombstone like a cigarette
—Ex.
plied:
you are a Past Participle after
And write thereon an eptiah
"It's something that no respect"What
are
you
drawing,
Fredthe Active Voice is over.
"We think he's smoking yet."
able family should be without.
die?"
-Bx
There once was a shieker called
"A dog."
Jimmy drew himself up haughtiAbie,
"But where's its tail?"
ly. "What?" he asked in astonishKOMMON SENSE
He once had a date with hit baby,
"Oh, that's still in the inkpot." ment, "Wear a girl's?"
Kustomer:
"Give me a comb
He showed her the ring,
—Tit Bi ■.
"Yes; why not?"
without pyrrhoea."
And felt like a king;
"I won't wear a girl's nightKlerk: "Whaddaya mean?"
She thought for a while and said
Some peoples records would not gown," said Jimmy, indignantly.
Kustomer:
"One whose teeth
maybe.
sound well on their phonograph. ^"I'd rather go to bed raw."—The won't fall out."
—Ex.
—Life. National Mason.
—SHU Dial.

-.f

Ttastus: Here's dat quatah ah
borrowed from yuh last year.
Sambo: Yuh done kept it so long
dat ah don't know
if it's wuff
while for
me to
change
mah
'pinion of yuh jes' fo' two fits.
ASK DR.
'Didja ever take Chlorform?"
'No, who teaches it?"
—College Humor.
Little "Willie:
"Mother, may I
talk like a soldier?"
Mother: "Why yes dear, if you
like."
Little Willie:
"Then
Dammit,
shove the butter over here."
—Ex
THE INCONSIDERATE LOVER
The young man and the girl were
standing outside the front door
having a final
chat before
he
took his leave. He was leaning
against the door post, talking in
low tones. Presently the lady looked around to discover her father
in the door way clad in a dressing gown.
"Why, father, what in the world
is the matter?" she inquired.
"John," said the father, addressing himself to the
young man,
"you know I have never complained about your staying late, and
I am not going to complain of
that now; but for goodness sake
stop leaning against the bell push
and let the rest of the family
get some sleep."
—See
Prof: "Have you an excuse for
your absence?"
Lovelace: "No, but if .you will
tell me when it was I'll get you
one."
• ,
—Ex.
"Grammatical Love"
You see a beautiful girl walking
down the street. You are struck
with her Feminine charm.
If she is Singular, you become
Nom-inative
You walk down the street changing to the Verbal Subject and then
become Dative.
If she is not Objective in this
Case, you decide to become Plural.
You walk home together. Her
mother is Accusative; father becomes Imperative.
You go in and sit down and
find that her little brother is an
indifferent Article.
You talk of the Future; she
changes the Subject for the Present time.
You kiss her and she favors
the Masculine. Her father is Present and things become Tense, and

?

Across Another Man s Desk
Those looking forward to careers in
business often associate the big accomplishments with men in private offices, who sit
back of massive desks. As a matter of fact,
there are many important men in an organization like Westinghouse who seldom use
a desk or office at all. They achieve by

be witnessed in every branch of industrial
life today.
Following the example of its Founder,
the Westinghouse organization includes a
body of engineers whose work is to carry
electrical advancement into every nook and

going to other men's offices. They are termed
"sales engineers".

corner of the world. They have sold electrification to the factories, the farms, the
homes, the railroads, the mines, the ships.

George Westinghouse, for example, rendered his greatest service to industry and
mankind not merely by perfecting alternating current but by selling it—in the face
of the stiffest kind of opposition.

They are mechanical and electrical, engineers whose imaginations are fired, not
merely by engineering achievement, but
by the benefits from such achievement to
"the market".

Authorities declared it was impractical; laws were urged against it; yet the
salesman, Westinghouse, threw back of
alternating current, the strength of his
selling personality—with results that can

Engineering needs men of sales ability
and sales personality; and industry needs
to have them in engineering. Organizations like Westinghouse, must sell before
they can serve.

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT 6 OPPORTUNITY
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FACULTY JOINS CADETS
SPEAKER AT
IN BIGPEP MEETING
[A _VESPER SERVICE
EW

tical life. For he would have found,
on his arrival, a huppy group oi
jths and maidens; cadets anu
high school girls, well chaperoned
by their elders, grouped around a
roaring fire, roasting marshm illows,
weniers, and peanuts, thus celebrating the success of their chase. This
courageous group had dared the
vigors of the chill night air, had
jumped
ditches
and
crossed
streams, had pierced through bramblethickets
and,
crossed
corn
patches, never faltering at the uneveness of the furrowed ground,
and daunted by the stout blows in
the face from the uncompromising
corn stalks. How they were resting, with the trophies of the chase
not savage tigers nor fallow deer
(?) but humble, though likable
'possums.
Mr. Taylor's dogs had
been
unusually industrious
that
night, and had treed a 'possum
within an hour from the beginning
of the hunt. By ten o'clock had it
surrendered.
As in the case of Cinderella of
ancient fame, these modern adventures had been ordered to return
by twelve o'clock: dire threads having been meted out to them in

Sergeant Peck Delivers Very Good Professors Add Their Spirit Of
Tigerisin In Holding Excellent
Talk On The Subject Of SerPep Meeting In Chapel Before
vice—Large Crowds Continue
Furmaii Game—Olc' Tune
To Attend The Weekly
Fight Is Instilled In Every
Services
I
Man Present.
Sergent Peck made a very inLast Wednesday night, just prior
spiring
talk at Vesper
Services
Sunday night on Service—not the to the Clemson—Furman game, a
kind of service one might think pep meeting was held in chapel
of when he hears the word Ser- that was the best of the year and
geant, but service to one's fellow one of the best that has ever been
Clemson.
Never before
man. "There are many kinds of held at
service," says Sergeant Peck, "but have we been able to have such
the most important of all is the enthusiastic speakers to talk to us
service to humanity." He based at our meetings, and never before
his talk on the paraable of the in the history of the college have
Good Samaritan. Each of the men the speakers been so (completely
who passed by the man who was full of life and pep as'they were
wounded had some duty to per- on last Wednesday.
People from all parts of the
form. The two first men saw their
duty but failed to perfom it, but campus came to ' the meeting to
the other, the
Good Samaritan, hear the famous Dr. Daniel give
the boys an inspiring talk tfh
saw his duty and performed it.
There are two kinds of service, college spirit. The trouble that
to attend
the
service for which pay is received they underwent
and unpaid for service. Although gathering was well worth while,
preachers
and missionaries
arc because our "faculty cheer leadcheer leadpaid for their service their re- er." as Ed Goodale
ward is very small when compared Daniel, was in the best of spirits
with the kinds of service they and delivered a talk that put the
give. An example of the unpaid ole' time ' life and pep In every
for service is that of the Y. M. cadet who was present. Not only
C. A., Red Cross, and similar organi- were the cadets aroused to the
apex of their spirits, but the feelzations.
Then there is willing and un- ing of true Tigerisin was instilled in
willing service. The unwilling ser- every man and woman in the
vice is done by people who think balcony who came out to attend
certain things should be done but the festival. Other professors were
do not do it out of the love they so inspired by Dr. Daniel's talk
could restrain
their
have for others. The willing ser- that they
vice is done by those who do feelings no longer, and the result
things for others and really get was that almost every man in the
pleasure out of it. Some service crowd of spectators said a few
cost effort and some costs money. words to the team and to the
Martin, "Prep"
It is very easy for us to drop cadets. "Major"
some money in the collection plat.-: Bradley, "Dicky" Brackett, "B. O.
when it comes around or give a Williams, and a few others whose
quarter to some begagr, but this names cannot be recalled at this
does not take any effort an our moment, made a few remarks that
part. Of course it takes effort tq were filled with true fighting spirit.
earn the money but we do not To these men the cadets are deeply
think about it in that way when indebted for their words, and we
we are giving it. Sergeant gave feel sure that the feeling in your
transmitted into
the
an example of the Big Brothers talks was
in Nashville who go around every depths of our hearts, there to reChristmas
getting up L. -ley to main as long as we are Tigers,
get baskets to give to the poor which is forever. It is true that we
families around town. It is very did not win our battle on Turkey
easy for us to give service to Day, but we put up the best extrue fighting
spirit
someone we know, but it is rather hibition of
hard for u>s to do things some- that has been shown this season,
limes for people we don't know and we are proud of our team,
so well and don't care so much even in defeat.
—J. B. C.
about. We should not expect some-

case of" failure" Profiting by her
sad example, and entertaining no
hopes of rescue by some Prince
Charming, the party returned home
well before the appointd hour.
If it were put to a vote as to
which Sunday School teacher can
conduct the best lesson, there might
be some scattering of notes; but
more than a score of young people
would
unanimously decide
that
Prof. Reed can give his class the
best 'possum hunt of any Sunday
School teacher on the campus.
Contributed—By a Tender-foot.
With
apologies
to
Washington
Irving.
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Co-Ed: "I weighed a hundred and
twenty-five pounds stripped."
Lover: "Dearest, you can't tell
any thing about those scales im
the drug store."
—Maniac
She: "How do I look?"
Shim: "Sweet enough to kiss."
She: "Aw—go on!"
—Se_He: "What would you say if I
threw a kiss."
She:"I'd say you were the laziest
guy I ever knew."
■—Ulyssey.

He—"Dearest, do you think you
"The hand that rocks the road- could love a fellow like me?"
ster is the hand that wrecks the
She—"I might if he wasn't *•«
world."
much like you." .
—Ex.
—Florida Swanp Angel
"Hello, Mose; how long you-allin jail fo'?"
"Three weeks. "
"What did you do?"
"I shot a man."
"An'
you-all only got
three
weeks?"
"Dat's all. Den dey's gwine ter
hang me."
■—Lawyer and Banket-

Grandma in the motor car
Pushed the throttle down te far
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
Music by the D. A. R.
—BK.
"They named baby 'Bob.
"For his father?"
"No. for his mother's hair.'
—life

r

Artificial lightning was first publicly demonstrated
on June 5, 1923, in the laboratory of the General
Electric Company at Pittsfield, Mass., when a twonUlioa-wlt spark crashed into this miniature village

What's the use of
artificial lightning?

thing in return for the service we
give, for if we do, that is not
genuine service. Aristotle said, "if
we are interested in our selve's
alone, we are very small." The
largest payments we can receive
for which we expect to get no reLocal Talent Expressed In Literturn.
ary Account Of Recent Expedi—T. J. H.
Experiments like these are
tion Of Sunday School Class
particularly thrilling and
Said the Cynic: "Life is just
important to young men and
Whoever
may
have
been
travelwomen, who will live in an age
one fool thing after another; love
when electricity will perform
is' just two fool things after each ing up the Seneca road at about
most of life's hardest tasks.
ten
o'clock
Saturday
night,
could
other."—
Know what the research laboratories of the General ElecAccording to tradition, all col- possibly have described a light
tric Company are doing; they
lege students are divided into four smoke in the distance curling up
are a telescope through which
from
the
woody
bluffs
of
that
classes. For the benefit of the
you can see the future!
lordly river which bears the name
""Fresh," we print as follows:
of that famous tribe at warriors
Fresh—Grp'—
If you are interested to learn
who once
held sway ov3r
this
more about what electricity is
Soph—Sassy
doing, write for Reprint No.
region—If such a one there was,
J u n i o r—B rassy
AR391 containing a complete
and if he was, withal, a thirsty
set of these advertisements.
Senior—Classy.
soul, he would probably have made
"Papa," said
the small
son, a sharp turn to the right of him
"What do they mean by college and traveled joyously through the
bred? Is it different from any other woods in search of —well, not of
game.
kind of bread?"
In this event, this hypothetical
"My son," said the father, "it
character
would have received the
is a four year's loaf."
ELECTRIC
GENERAL
^**~
—Ex well deserved shock of his hypothe-

CLASSICAL SKETCH
OF POSSUM HUNT
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It is mainly experimental, aiding
General Electric scientists to solve
high power transmission problems.
Many such experiments yield na
immediate return.
But in the long run this work is
practical and important. It is part
of the study which must go on
unceasingly if this powerful force,
Electricity, is to be fully tamed
and enlisted in your service.
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ALL STATE TEAM PICKED
Mr. McLean fails to mention his
Hill—Wofford, Half Back.
BY COACHES AND WRITERS
selection for center.
Harmon—Half Back.
(Continued from page 1
Carter Latimer of the Greenville
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
Sam Latimer of The Sate
News
Saunders, and D. A. Tilling!::!,
Finklea—Clemson, End.'
Meye
L. E
Corolina
of the Spartanburg Herald. He was
Long
R. T
Carolina
Meyer—Carolina, End.
put on the second team by LaTennant
L. T
Clemson
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
timev of The State.
Rikard
C
Wofford
McDonald—Erskine, Tackle.
Charleston, Nov. 29.—Following
Dobson
R. G
Furman
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
is a composite mythical All-State
McDonald
R T
Eerskino
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
eleven as selected by eleven sports
Wollet
R. E
Newberry
Coleman—Furman, Center.
writers and six coaches, ,the numQ
Citadel
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back. Weeks
ber of votes each player received
L. H
Clemsor.
Chewning—Furman. Half Back. Robinson
being given.
R. H
Newberry
Robinson—Clemson, Half Back. McPhee
Meyer (23), Carolina, end.
Brice
F. B. ..'.
Carolina
Heiel—Newberry, Full back.
Wollett (7), Newberry, end.
Second Team
K. M. Collins . of the Charleston
Wagener (14) .Citadel, tackle.
Finklea
L. E
Clemson
Post.
McDonald (7), Erskine, tackle.
Wagner
.'
L. T
Citadel
Tilhman—Furman, End.
Dobson (17) Furman, guard.
With modern and Up-to-Date equipment and
Jackson
L. G
Clemson
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Tennant (13), Clemson, guard.
Coleman
C
Furman
McDonald—Erskine, Tackle.
with courteous and faithful service.
We hope
Rikard (7), Wofford, Center,
Edmunds
R. G
Carolina
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
Weeks (17), Citadel, quarterback.
Bomar
R. T Pysbyterian
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
to serve everybody at and near Clemson with a
Hill (S) Worfford, back.
Tilghman
R. E
Furman
Brown—Citadel, Guard.
Robinson (7), Clemson, back.
Wright
Q
Carolina
Brinklea—Citadel, Center.
FIRST CLASS MEAT MARKET and other
Rhiel (11), Newberry, back.
L. H
Wofford
Wee'sk—Citadel, Quarter Back. Hill
Weeks and Dobson were unaniHarmon
R. H
Clemson
Rogers—Carolina, Half Back.
PRODUCE OF BEST QUALITY at REASONAmous choices.
F. B
Newberry
Boatwright—Carolina, Half Back. Rhiel
BLE PRICES.
The following are the selection
Johnny Banks of The Columbia
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
by 'the coaches and sport writers Dan Raven el of the Spartanburg
Record
as to an All State team:
Meyer (Carolina)
LE.
Journal.'
We will WELCOME and THANK YOU for
Coach Bud Saunders of Clemson
Wagner (Citadel)
LE.
Finklea—Clemson, End.
Meyer—Carolina, Eend.
Dobson (Furman)
LG.
Meyer—Citadel, End.
your patronage and co-operation, thereby assistFinklea—Clemson, End.
Rikard (Wofford)
C.
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
Wagned—Citadel, Tackle.
Tennant (Clemson)
RG.
ing and assuring our success.
McDonald—Erskine, Tackle.
Jackson—Clemson, Tackle.
MecDonald (Erskine)
RT.
Jackson—Clemson, Guard.
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Wollett (Newberry)
RE.
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
Weeks (Citadel)
QB.
Rikard—Wofford, Center.
Bowles—'Clemson, Center.
LH
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back. Robinson (Clemson)
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
Hill—Wofford, Half Back.
McPhee (Newberry)
, RH.
Robinson—Clemson, Half Back.
Brice (Carolina)
FB.
Chewning—Furman, Half Back.
Harmon—Clemson, Half Back.
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
Williams—Clemson,Full Back.
J. M. McKnight of the Spartanburg
Coach Williams Laval of Furman...
Sun.
Tighman—Furman, End.
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Wollett—Newberry, End.
Wollet—Newberry, End.
Long—Carolina, Tackle.
Pressley—Wofford, Tackle.
Brown—Furman, Tackle.
Lanford—Furman, Guard.
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Soleman—Furman, Center.
Plains About Complete For AnColeman—Furman, Center.
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
other Hop Prior To Holidays—
WeeksCitadel, Quarter Back.
McPhee—Newberry, Half Back.
Cadets Urged To Place Girl's
Herlong—Furman, Half Back.
Hogrefe—Citadel, Half Back.
Name On List As Soon As
Rhiel—Newberry, Half Back.
Hill—Wofford, Full Back.
Possible.
Chewning—Furman, Full Back.
Whitner Cary of The Piedmont.
"The men's style store of Anderson.
Coach Carl Pranse of the Citadel
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Tilghman—Furman, End.
News that the Sophomore DancFerguson—Citadel, End.
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
ing Club will give their first dance
Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing
Wagner—Citadel, End.
Brown—Furman, Tackle.
on the 19th of this month is welMcDonald—Erskine, Tackle.
Dobson—Furman Guard.
comed by all. Those who attended
ALSO
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
the dance last Friday night welEdmuns—Carolina,Guard.
Coleman—Furman, Center.
come the news because they realize
GRIFFON CLOTHING FOR $25 - $50
Brinkler—Citadel, Center.
WeeksCitadel, Quarter Back.
that another good time is in store
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
Robinson—Clemson, Half Back.
for them, while the men who
Hogreve—Citadel, Half Back.
Boatwright—Carolina, Half Back. failed to attend the Junior Prom
Rogers—Carolina, Half Back.
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
are glad
that they will
get a
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
Paul Brown of Anderson Daily Mail. chance to enjoy one of Clemson's
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Coach Walter Johnson of P. C.
ANDERSON. S. C.
best dances.
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Finklea—Clemson, End.
"Jake" Cromer, president of the
Spearman—Newberry, End.
Knotts—Wofford, Tackle.
Sophomore
Dancing Club,
says
;i=S3S«BEaj£iS
Ricket—Newberry, Tackle.
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle. •
that the dance that his club intends
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
to pull will be the best yet; and
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Tennant—Clemson Guard.
if "Jake" can possibly make it
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
Rickart—Wofford Guard.
the best, he will certainly do so •msmmzmMm.-;] \mmymm;' m
SSS3W
Kirven—(P. C. ) Center.
Weeks—Citadel, Center.
because he is known as one of the
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
Robinson—Clemson, Half Back
best workers in school, and we
Brice—Carolina, Half Back.
Boatwright—Carolina, Half Back, j can count on him to put over the
Hill—Wofford, Full Back.
Kilpatrick—Citadel, Half Back.
bast that is possible. So "Jake,"
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
C. D. Weimer of the News and here's wishing you all the success
FOR
-Coach Rip Major of AVofford
Courier.
in this ole' world.
Wollett—Newberry, End.
FeTguson—Citadel, E'nd.
Carter Newman will be in charge
Meyer—Carolina, End.
Wright—Wofford, End.
of the decorations for the dance,
Knotts—Wofford, Tackle.
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
i and we know that this portion
ARMY OR DRESS
McDonald—Erskine, Tackle.
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
! of the plans will be well taken
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Edmunds—arolina, Guard.
! care of. There will be no elaorate
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
j decorations in the dance hall beRikard—Wofford, Center.
Brinklea—Citadel, Center.
! cause it is the ernest desire of the
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back. j officals of the club to make the
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
Rogers—Carolina, Half Back.
Hill—Wofford, Half Back.
j dance as cheap as possible in
Hogreve—Citadel, Half Back.
Rhiel—Newberry, Half Back.
| order that more men will attend.
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
Bell—Wofford, Full Back.
The officers of the club are:
Coach Dutch McLean, of Newberry Tillinghast of the Spartanburg "Jake" Cromer, president; Carter
Meyer—Carolina, E'nd.
Herald.
New man, vice-president; and "Red"
Wright—Wofford, End.
Wollett—Newberry End.
WE APRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
Mitchell,
secretary-treasurer.
All
Tilghman—Furman, End.
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
three of these men are fine fellows
Knotts—Wofford, Tackle.
Dobson—Furman.j Guard.
and good workers, and with this
28 Years at Clemson. Come down and Let's Get
Wagner—Citadel, Tackle.
Tennant-—Clemson, Guard.
fact in mind we can predict noAcquainted
Dobson—Furman, Guard.
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
thing but a complete success for
McPhee—Newberry, Half Back.
Tennant—Clemson, Guard.
the Sophomore dance on December
Rickard—Wofford, Center.
Hill—Wofford, Half Back.
19.
Rhiel—Newberry, Full Back.
Weeks—Citadel, Quarter Back.
—J. B. C.

OUR MARKET
NEW CLEMSON ENTERPRISE
OPENS HERE

WOOD & REESE
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his rivals like Notre Dame's "Four
Horseman" and
Red Grange of
Illinois tower over
the football
backs of the 'country. When questioned as to his opinion in the
matter, Pat Harmon, who succeeds "
Murr as Captain of the Tiger ball
club, said, "If Murr can't coach
any team in America, I'll eat my
hat." Such is the calibre of the
gentleman
from
Chester.
Mr.
Graves should not have neglected
him.
• • «
n
IT IS HUMAN to say "I told you
so." With your permission we'll
make the same old assertion again.
After the
Clemson-Auburn game
we wrote thus in this column:
"Auburn has a great team, much
|
better than
the eleven
Boozer
Pitts brought to Clemson last fall."
And in reporting the Tech-Auburn
game, one of the gridiron experts
of The Atlanta Jorunal said: "I
mean to say frankly and premeditatedly that I believe Auburn to be
one of the
three or four
topnotch teams in the south tody."

1
1
1
I

I

i

\
THE TUMULT DIES and also
the shouting. Football is over for
19 24. Riggs Field is deserted, and
the wintry
blasts of
December
sweep the Tiger's
lair, reaching
even to Room 126, where there
is no trace of heat in the radiator,
not a single B. t. u. to be felt.
Basketball is the next sport on
deck, but before we begin the accounts of the cage team we must
looke over the football season, now
history.
1/AST WEEK as we wrote our
column, the season had ended. But
it had been ended only a few minutes, and the air was still too
overcharged with thrills from the
Turkey Day game for any calm
and collected thought on the season as a whole. Now with all the
space that the story of the Thanksgiving
game
occupied in
last
week's issue to fill, we will attempt to cast a few glances over
the season's results and stars.

THE FOOTBALL team went to
Columbia for the Carolina classic
just after the trouble occured. The
disturbance did not affect their
play there. They played great football, fighting for every inch, but
finally lost by a field goal, 3 toO.

• * •

THEN THE TROUBLE got in
its deadly work. The team set to
work with grit and determination
not to let the thing affect them.
And we glory in the way they
fought on, giving their all. But
everything was at low ebb, and ths
team could not help
being subconsciously affected. Then too a
number of injuries played havoc
with the squad,
Captain Charlie
Robinson, among others, being out.

• * •

THE NEXT THREE GAMES, V.
P. I., Davidson, and Citadel were
played by
a Tiger team
which
tried to overcome the odds, but
nevertheless a team which was not
the real Clemson team. All three
PROSPECTS* in *the
early fall of the contests were lost.
were for the brightest year of
THANKSGIVING * DAY brought
recent times, and these prospects
the
come-back. Clemson lost that
would probably have been fulfilled
but for the intervention of unfore- day. But she lost after playing
real football. It was far different
seen circumstances.
from the three preceding contests.
IN THE FIRST game the Tigers We tried to tell the story of that
came up to expectations trouncing battle last week. Again we say all
Elon soundly 60-0 Rain and a honor to the team. Though they
watery field did not stop the offen- did lose, they came back from
the depths, and showed the true
sive of the Jungaleers.
stuff.
# • *
TIGER AND TIGER met at Auburn the following week, Clemson
invading the village of the Plains
to play her first important contest of 1924. The day was Homecoming at
Auburn, and
Coach
Boozer Pitts
sent out a
great
football team to perform before
the eyes of his alumni. That team
was primed for Clemson, as Clemson was primed for it. Our Tigers
were bent on the
first Clemson
victory over Auburn in years, and
the Tigers
of the Plains
were
equally set on preventing any such
happening. The battle was terrific,
and Auburn won, 13-0, but those
who saw it said Drake field had
never seen such a fierce contest
before. All Auburn men agreed
that Clemson had a great team.

ALL-STAR teams of every variety are now the rage. A composite
all-state team includes
"Dutch"
Tennant and
Charlie
Robinson.
Other Clemson
players were selected by different coaches
and
writers. Most of these selections
are printed elsewhere in this issue
of The Tiger. So far as we know,
"Dutch" is the only man to get a
vote for
all-Southern.
"Scoop"
Latimer, of The Greenville News,
put "Miss Murphy" at a guard on
his all-Southern Conference team.
As we said in this column two
weeks ago the honor is well deserved. The Atlanta Journel made
a big mistake in printing "Scoop's"
team, along with several others,
when it put Tennant of Centre.
There is
no Tennant
on
the
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE, al- Colonel's team, and "Scoop" was
ways
strong
against
Clemson, picking the one and only "Miss
came to Tigertown the following Murphy" of the Clemson Tigers.
week, and extended Coach Bund's
• • •
OUR CONTEMPORARY and felboys to a fine game. The Tiger
The Tiger, Paul
was partly off his game, due to low-worker on
the staleness after the terrific Au- Graves of the joke department,
burn battle and also to the fact has chosen an all-Southern hockey
that great exertion was not re- team which is a masterpiece. With
quired. However, the boys showed one exception, Paul used excellent
flashes of
the same,
brilliance judgement in selecting his men
which marked their Auburn per- for the different positions. He surely has some stars on the team.
formance.
• • •
But his terrible mistake was in
THEN
CAME
the smash-up. omitting Bill Murr. Bill is the
of the
filed, beyond
all
Clemson was torn to the depths, class
and the less said about it the bet- doubt. He is a hockey artist of the
first degree, standing out above
ter.
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WE WILL PAY $5.00 GASH
FOR THE BEST CARTOON
FOR SATIRE
Satire is one of the best features of TAPS if
handled properly. Everybody likes fun, so if
you know anything funny or want to put a joke
on somebody—draw a cartoon on a piece of freehand drawing paper. What we are after is the
best idea or joke, etc., to put in TAPS.
Rules: None.
Suggestions:
1. Anybody can send in any number of sketches
or cartoons.
2. Cartoons must be in by December 18th.
Bring Cartoons to T. E. Goodale in Room 62 or
Mail to Box 78, Clemson College, S. C.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦#♦♦♦
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•

FURMAN, with a band
hired
from Spartanburg, thought they
would out-noise the Tiger students
last Thursday. But the roar of
the Tigers was too much for them,
and Captain Rod Heller's Jungle
musicians take a beating from no
band south of Alaska.
BASKETBALL is 'with us now.
It is too early for any definits
predictions, but we believe Clemson
will have a good season. More
about that next week.
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V Christmas Time
X
is only a few weeks
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off—it is not too
early to begin planning what to give.

Our stock is more varied with Christmas things this year than ever beforeso come in before the rush and let us
show you.

Sam Orr Tribble

SENIOR GLASS
ELECTS^ OFFICERS

T
—GIFTS—
♦
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Colbert Elected President—Robinson Made Vice—President—
Seniors Show Judgement In
Selection.

STYLEPLUS CLOTHES FOR SON BY

The Senior Class met in Chapel
this morning for the purpose of
electing officers to fill the vacancies in the staff of the Senior
Class Colbert was elected President
and Robinson Vice-President.
"Pinky" is a man
admirable
fitted for the honor bestowed upon him—the highest that can be
given a man at Clemson by his
class-mates. He is captain of this
year basket-ball team and
has
played on the varsity ever since
he has been at Clemson. Besides
basket-ball,
Colbert has
played
football and has been a candidate
for the track team.
Pinky hails from Oklahoma and
since his sojourn here at Clemson
has won numerous friends.
Robinson, who was elected VicePresident is a man who needs no
introduction
in the state.
His
prowness on the gridiron has won
fame for him and his Alma Mater.
Besides being captain of this years
football team "Robbie" is a track
man of great ability. The Senior
Class is to be congratulated on
securing such able men to lead it.
—G. W. G.

GALLANT-BELK COMPANY

I
B

Anderson, S. C.

Styleplus Clothes mean Style, plus Quality,
and when you buy a suit from Gallant~Belk Co.,
you are insured of Style, Quality, also a reasonable price.
Stylish, Snappy Suits at
$35.00, $29.50, $25.00 and $19.95
We also sell Bian F. Reynolds Shoes,
and Stetson Hats

GALLANT-BELK COMPANY
ANDERSON, S. C.
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PARKER-ANDERSON COMPANY
Fashion Park Clothes
Knox Hats
Interwoven Hosiery
Emery Shirts
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Parlez-vous?
Manhatten Underwear
Professor Moffatt while in Prance
was called upon by a French lady
♦>
one afternoon who came into his
study and left the door open.
Prof.Moffatt became exasperated
Anderson, S. C.
and yelled, "Hey, shut the door."
♦♦♦
The lady mistook his meaning
and replied "Ah, Monsieur, Je tu- A^4. ^T-*- ^A ^TA AT*. JTA -*.'*V A^fc. A^. A^fc A*^fc A^fc A^A A**<fc 4&k J^Ifr A^A /J*Wjftfc A^ifc A^W A^A A**tfc A*-*- *^-*- *&+■
aussi adore.
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